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Non-profit art museums are arbiters of cultural value and simultaneously supporters of 
artistic freedom. During 2020, a resurgence of the Black Lives Matter movement amplified anti-
neutrality activist groups, demanding museums address the embedded violence within their 
institutional practices. While some physical protests occurred, due to the COVID-19 pandemic 
digital activism thrived through Instagram campaigns. A portion of research for thesis involved 
surveying over fifty Instagram accounts dedicated to hold the art world discourse in some regard. 
Additionally, this thesis’ methodology included remaining conversant on the activity regarding 
three museums: The San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, The Museum of Contemporary Art 
Detroit, and the Guggenheim. Each of which is thoroughly examined in respective case studies, 
including analysis of each museum’s response to this surge in anti-neutrality activism, how it 
was related to previous iterations of similar activism, and how it was misconstrued as cancel 
culture. While many institutions were called into action during 2020, the scope of this thesis 
covers the aforementioned three, all of which are non-profit, public-facing institutions, as 
determined by their 501(c)(3) tax status. The three case studies illustrate differing reactions to 
this moment of reckoning, grappling with notions of anti-neutrality. This thesis utilizes two of 
the many ideologies that fall within anti-neutrality to create its theoretical framework: Art for 
Art’s Sake as defined by Lola Olufemi, and the aesthetic alibi coined by Martin Jay. The 
effectiveness of the groups that challenged these three museums proved that this not cancel 
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The Black Lives Matter movement emerged in 2013 following the acquittal of George 
Zimmerman, the man responsible for the death of seventeen-year-old Trayvon Martin. Seven 
years since then, the movement has grown and intensified, unceasingly addressing anti-Black 
racism and resultant police brutality in the United States.1 On May 25th, 2020, the movement was 
reignited by the death of George Floyd at the hands of, now former, Minneapolis Police Officer 
Derek Chauvin.2 Harrowing footage of Floyd’s death rapidly spread online, inciting nationwide 
rage against police brutality once again. However, due to the COVID-19 pandemic that had been 
transfixing the nation since March of that year, many chose not to attend physical protests. While 
others did take that risk, social media provided a pandemic-safe space for demonstration. 
Instagram quickly became the paramount platform for statements of outrage, mourning, and 
solidarity with the Black Lives Matter movement. This surge of social media activism generated 
societal pressure for all to publicly engage in anti-racism work, including art museums. In this 
thesis I will survey the events that transpired at three major non-profit art museums in response 
to this moment in U.S. history: The San Francisco Museum of Modern Art (SFMOMA), The 
Museum of Contemporary Art Detroit (MOCAD), and The Guggenheim. Throughout this thesis 
I will discuss how these museums’ behavior are symptomatic of larger systemic issues in 
museums, in which case I am referring to other non-profit and public-facing art museums in the 
United States.  
                                               
1 Black Lives Matter. “Herstory.” Black Lives Matter. 2020. Accessed December 6, 2020 
https://blacklivesmatter.com/herstory/. 
2 Elisha Fieldstadt. “’I Can’t Breathe’: Man Dies After Pleading with Officer Attempting to  
Detain Him in Minneapolis,” NBC News, May 26, 2020. https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/man-dies-after-
pleading-i-can-t-breathe-during-arrest-n1214586. 
 2 
Due to the implementation of social media, and targeting of individuals, appeals for 
museums to participate in this reckoning have been misconstrued as cancel culture: a term that 
has been recklessly cited for a few years, often utilized to discredit groups of powerless people 
criticizing those with it and its related abuse. The unparalleled definition of this ellusive term 
comes from Natalie Wynn’s essay “Canceling”. Wynn’s YouTube channel, ContraPoints, 
publishes her video essays that survey diverse philosophical topics including shame, justice, 
cringe, and violence. Wynn is an expert in online hate movements and internet ideology and has 
experienced cancel culture firsthand.3 I will employ her definition of the phenomenon to 
illustrate how the events of this reckoning are not in fact examples of cancel culture but rather, 
the latest iteration of anti-neutrality activism.  
The notion of anti-neutrality can be applied to a wide breadth of ideologies, often 
encircling identity politics. However, what I am speaking to falls within the purview of aesthetic 
freedom and Art for Art’s Sake. Discourses concerning both these notions cogitate embracing or 
resisting sociopolitical context in aesthetics and the resulting neutrality, or lack thereof. These 
ideologies are frequently cited in reference to artistic practice, however, the unique positioning 
of museums and their relationship to art allows for these ideologies to affect their institutional 
practices. Sociopolitical concerns frequently infiltrate artistic practices intentionally, meanwhile 
the same concerns unconsciously affect how museums operate. To illustrate, no art museum in 
the United States has claimed to prefer white candidates for leaderships positions. However, 
according to a 2018 study by The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation and Ithaka S+R, surveying 332 
U.S. art museums and demographics of over 30,000 U.S. museum employees, 12% of museum 
                                               
3 Contrapoints. “About.” Contrapoints. Accessed October 14, 2020. https://www.contrapoints.com. 
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leadership staff were people of color.4 Additionally, a 2019 study of over forty thousand 
artworks across eighteen major U.S. art museums stated 87% of artworks are by men and 85% 
by white artists.5 These statistics elucidate how notions of artistic genius and art professional 
ideals are inexplicitly connected to gender and race, constituting discrimination: a critical 
sociopolitical issue.  
Countless authors have broached aesthetic freedom in relation to sociopolitical 
responsibility, but Martin Jay best illustrates this relationship in his essay “The Aesthetic Alibi” 
published in Salmagundi in 1992. In which, he defines the aesthetic realm, its unique 
sovereignty, and threats to/defenses of said sovereignty. Additionally, Jay’s writing surveys 
criticism of the divide between the aesthetic and non-aesthetic realms and subsequent paradoxes. 
This reckoning of the art world during 2020 was the latest challenge of this barrier, attempting to 
infiltrate the aesthetic realm in the hopes of exposing it to non-aesthetic responsibilities. In the 
case of the three museums addressed in this thesis, these responsibilities were to embody anti-
racism efforts and to recognize their history in relation to white supremacy.  
These calls for change originated from the Black Lives Matter movement, differing from 
previous protests that responded to specific museum errors, often curatorial decisions. Three of 
these crucial protests are surveyed in Aruna D’Souza’s book: Whitewalling: Art, Race & Protest 
in 3 Acts, published in 2018. Spanning from 1969 to 2017, the three analyzed protests responded 
to curatorial errors of three New York City art institutions: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
Artists Space, and The Whitney Museum of American Art. Each of which emphasized specific 
                                               
4 Mariët Westermann, Roger Schonfeld, and Liam Sweeney. Art Museum Staff Demographic Survey 2018. The 
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. January 28, 2019. Accessed December 22, 2020. 
https://mellon.org/media/filer_public/e5/a3/e5a373f3-697e-41e3-8f17-051587468755/sr-mellon-report-art-museum-
staff-demographic-survey-01282019.pdf. 
5 Eileen Kinsella, “An Estimated 85 Percent of Artists Represented in US Museum Collections Are White, a New 
Study Claims.” Artnet News, February 19, 2019. https://news.artnet.com/market/new-study-shows-us-art-museums-
grappling-with-diversity-1467256. 
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exhibitions and their demonstrations of severe lapses in judgement.6 While the events of this year 
did not respond to specific exhibitions, they reiterated the demand that institutions address their 
role in anti-Black racism and white supremacy. However, in years past many have tried to 
address institutional errors from inside the problematic entity itself.  
Maura Reilly’s book, Curatorial Activism: Towards an Ethics of Curating, published in 
2018, appraises twenty-five exhibitions dating between 1976 and 2017. The exhibitions 
addressed art institutions’ relationship to art and how it may prevent them from developing more 
ethical curatorial practices.7 Many of the exhibitions Reilly examined align with the art historical 
category of institutional critique: a vast area of study concerning art institutional criticism via 
exhibitions and artworks. However, in this thesis, the scope of historical context is limited to 
events from Curatorial Activism and Whitewalling, rather than the art historical category of 
institutional critique. Although, in this era of cancel culture, a historical reference some try to 
make is to the Culture War of the early 1990s.  
More specifically, the demands of sociopolitical acknowledgement and responsibility in 
2020 may allude to an imitation of the events that transpired in the early 1990s, termed, the 
Culture Wars. However, this pleasantry reference disregards vital distinctions between the two. 
The same attempt at correlation was made with the 2017 Whitney Biennial (an incident far more 
comparable to reckoning) which D’Souza succinctly discredited,  
…to see our current culture war as a mere repetition of previous ones is to misrecognize  
how they are like and how they are emphatically different. What all of these events do 
have in common is that they were moments of reckoning…The crucial difference is that 
the first type of culture was is a war on culture by those who exploit the financial and 
legislative power of the state to demonize art, attack artists, and defund institutions for 
political gain. The second type is a war to expand the terms of culture by those who are 
                                               
6 Aruna D’Souza. Whitewalling: Art, Race & Protest in 3 Acts. (New York, NY: Badlands Unlimited, 2018). 
7 Maura Reilly. Curatorial Activism: Towards an Ethics of Curating. (New York, NY: Thames & Hudson Ltd, 
2018). 
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largely artists, and who want to participate fully in the art world even as they challenge 
its terms.8 
 
The key distinction here is the motivation behind the culture wars D’Souza defines. Unlike the 
first, the reckoning of 2020 did not involve government funding, censorship and demonization of 
artists, nor political party implications.9 In contrast, the 2020 reckoning ran parallel to the second 
kind of culture war: hoping to develop a more inclusive art world.  
In this thesis I will survey how SFMOMA, MOCAD, and The Guggenheim responded to 
the reckoning aligned with the Black Lives Matter movement through case study analysis. The 
first chapter will appraise the unique positions museums hold in relation to the aesthetic realm 
and its corresponding autonomy. Additionally, I will dissect cancel culture to illustrate how it 
does not appertain to the reckoning of 2020, followed by an analysis of Art for Art’s Sake, 
utilizing its definition by Lola Olufemi’s in Feminism, Interrupted: Disrupting Power published 
in 2020. In the second chapter I will present my first case study, SFMOMA: summarizing the 
events of this year regarding the museum and how it illustrated its wherewithal to adapt to the 
changing sociopolitical climate. My second case study will analyze MOCAD, covering its 
response to public demands for change and the ensuing results. The final case study examines 
The Guggenheim and its reaction to calls for change. Each case study will outline the events that 
transpired in opposition of cancel culture, recontextualizing them in the history of challenging 
the aesthetic alibi, defined by Jay. Furthermore, I will recontextualize these case studies in terms 
of Art for Art’s Sake principles, applied to institutional rather than artistic practices. Demands 
for change in the reckoning of 2020 came from former and current employees of museums, 
                                               
8 D’Souza. Whitewalling, 7.  
9 Richard Meyer. ""Have You Heard the One about the Lesbian Who Goes to the Supreme Court?": Holly Hughes 
and the Case against Censorship." Theatre Journal 52, no. 4 (2000): 543-52. Accessed September 23, 2020. 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/25068849. According to Meyer, the events of the Culture Wars of the early 1990s were 
attributed to political pressure from the President of the United States at the time, George H. W. Bush.  
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qualifying them as people from the aesthetic realm. However, those insisting museums evolve 
chose to take their dialogues to the non-aesthetic realm, often through social media.  
Social media composes a pillar of today’s public sphere. This thesis surveys three 
incidents involving social media activism, whose significance is reinforced by their prevalence. 
At the time of this thesis’ completion, there are over fifty Instagram accounts dedicated to art 
world discourse. 90% of these accounts embody accountability efforts, of which, 70% were 
created in 2020. Additionally, of those that target specific institutions (nearly 30%) all but one 
was established in 2020.10 These many calls for progress can dilute the comprehension of the 
term accountability. In the case studies that follow, cited accountability efforts align with a 
definition of the term by Michael W. Dowdle. In the book, Regulatory Theory, Dowdle’s chapter 
“Public Accountability: Conceptual, Historical, and Epistemic Mappings” surveys the many 
notions of accountability, categorizing one definition in terms of experience, 
… ‘accountability’ itself is an inherently participatory experience. To give an account is 
to communicate, it is not to completely surrender control. Accountability is therefore a 
discursive condition, something that sets up a dialogue between the public and public 
servants. As members of the public, we actuate public accountability by deciding for 
ourselves whether the accounts offered by public officials are proper and in our interest, 
and how exactly we should respond in our actions to the officials offering these 
accounts.11 
 
The activists involved in the succeeding case studies embodied this definition: attempting to 
establish a dialogue between itself and a museum and taking on the role of the public in defining 
success in accountability efforts. This is the definition I will be utilizing when referring to 
accountability. In consideration of this definition, the public can also be interpreted as the non-
                                               
10 Refer to Appendix, Table 1, for full data set of art discourse Instagram accounts 
11 Michael W Dowdle. "Public Accountability: Conceptual, Historical and Epistemic Mappings." In Regulatory 
Theory: Foundations and Applications, p. 206, Edited by Drahos, Peter, 197-216. Acton ACT, Australia: ANU 
Press, 2017. http://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctt1q1crtm.20.  
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aesthetic realm. Many members of activist groups demanding accountability were comprised of 
current or former museum staff, but their choice to bring dialogues into the public realm via 
social media emphasizes their role as the public. Hence while these activists qualify as 
knowledgeable of the aesthetic realm, that is not where they chose to converse.  
Dedication to responsibilities to art history, notions of artistic genius and upholding 
quality standards of art have been cited to resist aesthetic activism. This defense was utilized by 
those who condemned certain activist exhibitions covered in Maura Reilly’s book Curatorial 
Activism: Towards an Ethics of Curating, published in 2018. These exhibitions diversified 
representation not previously demonstrated, mirroring the motivations behind the anti-neutral 
activism of 2020. I will employ examples from Curatorial Activism to relate the events of the 
case studies to previous moments of anti-neutrality activism targeting curatorial practices.  
Throughout this thesis I will appraise the responses of SFMOMA, MOCAD and The 
Guggenheim to this year’s reckoning and embed them in the greater discourse of aesthetic 
freedom applied to museums’ sociopolitical responsibilities. To effectively do so I will first 
define museum’s positions in relation to the aesthetic realm as defined by Jay. After which, I will 
outline the characteristics of cancel culture demarcated by Wynn. To illustrate how these events 
relate to previous iterations of similar activist movements, I will refer to incidents covered in 
Reilly’s Curatorial Activism and D’Souza’s Whitewalling. Followed by thorough examinations 
of the three responses of aforementioned museums reacting to this year’s resurgence of the Black 
Lives Matter movement; culminating in an art historical recontextualization of this newest 




Chapter 1  
The Intersection of The Aesthetic Realm, Museums, and Cancel Culture  
 
How do we define art museums’ political, social and ethical responsibilities? Does 
aesthetic freedom provide immunity from said responsibilities, if so how? Martin Jay’s “The 
Aesthetic Alibi” grapples with these among other questions concerning aesthetic discourse. Jay’s 
text illustrates how the sacred barrier between art and life saturates aesthetic practices, offering 
immunity from certain social, political, and ethical expectations. In this essay, Jay examines the 
integrity of the aesthetic realm and its sovereignty from the non-aesthetic world. Additionally, he 
surveys criticism of the divide between the aesthetic and non-aesthetic realms and the paradoxes 
that subsequently arise. Consequently, it provides an aesthetic alibi, positioning artists outside of 
non-aesthetic responsibilities and constrictions. The bedrock of this years’ anti-neutrality 
activism echoes historical movements akin to those referenced in “The Aesthetic Alibi”. Jay’s 
writing relates to various historical moments, including the removal of Richard Serra’s Tilted 
Arc, and right-wing responses to the culture war of the 1990s.12 In Jay’s essay, these references 
illustrate the much larger issues than that of a culture war, the distinction between the aesthetic 
and no-aesthetic worlds.  
Made clear by its name, the ‘artworld’13 has remained at least six feet apart from the rest 
of the world for decades. This relationship is fabricated by ideology of the creative genius and 
the Western fixation on aesthetic freedom. As Jay describes,  
                                               
12 Jay, “The Aesthetic Alibi”, 13-14. 
13 Arthur Danto. "The Artworld." The Journal of Philosophy 61, no. 19 (1964): 571-84. Accessed December 11, 
2020. doi:10.2307/2022937. The term “art world” emerged from Arthur Danto’s essay, “The Artworld” in which he 
illustrates the phenomenon of real world objects being identified as art, and how the artworld subsequently embodies 
a role creating a innate distinction, although some can always cross said divide, existing in both worlds.  
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What would be libelous or offensive in everyday life is granted a special dispensation, if 
it is understood to take place within the protective shield of an aesthetic frame. One of the 
distinguishing marks of liberal, secularized Western societies is precisely our claim to 
recognize such a protective shield. When it is pierced, and works of literature or art are 
burned for their repugnant ideas, transgressive language or distasteful imagery, we grow 
indignant at the failure to observe what seems to us almost a natural boundary.14 
 
Illustrated here, aesthetic freedom is perceived as a natural right, embedded in the Western world 
to the extent that it becomes sacred and immune to the constrictions of the non-aesthetic world. 
Aesthetic freedom falls under freedom of speech, but its unique position grants it distinct 
abilities and limitations. These kinds of freedoms contribute to the United States’ national 
identity, freedom of speech in particular. As such, protecting aesthetic freedom becomes akin to 
protecting the very bedrock of this nation and its moral compass. Hence why debates 
surrounding individual freedoms spark such zealous responses.15 Nonetheless, Jay affirms that in 
spite of these continuous quarrels, the necessity of aesthetic freedom remains intact: 
Although we may disagree over what justifiably can claim protection under the doctrine 
of aesthetic freedom, virtually all of us honor the distinction between art and its other, 
and are willing to tolerate in the former sphere what would be troubling in the latter. We 
even invent new categories like ‘performance art’ to permit behavior that without its 
protection would in all likelihood threaten the perpetrator with immediate incarceration in 
a mental institution, if not a jail. The ideal of ‘artistic freedom,’ it can be safely said, is 
one of the most sacrosanct in our culture, and we relish any opportunity to reaffirm its 
value.16 
 
Here, Jay utilizes the classification, and resulting acceptance, of performance art to exemplify 
how much America value aesthetic freedom; we will continuously change the rules of what is 
protected under it to accommodate artistic evolution. Once something is declared to serve an 
aesthetic function, it is no longer disparaged as it once was, and those who oppose it will 
begrudgingly accept it. Accepting art that evokes disdain without challenging its right to exist 
                                               
14 Jay, “The Aesthetic Alibi”, 15. 
15 Ibid., 14. 
16 Ibid., 15. 
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demonstrates a ubiquitous acceptance of artistic freedom and its respective protections. However 
publicly tolerated, the barrier that defends the aesthetic is frequently challenged by those within 
the aesthetic realm. Jay concluded that the soundest critiques of the aesthetic realm’s 
impermeability come from, “historical and sociological criticism, avant-garde practice, and post-
structuralist theory,”.17  
References from “The Aesthetic Alibi” refer to artistic practice, the chronic target of 
aesthetic freedom discourse. However, similar autonomies exist in institutional practices of the 
art world. Collection diversity, board composition, compensation inconsistencies, and hiring 
patterns are some of the many operations that compose institutional practices. Art institutions’ 
connection to art grants them a special standing that provides a defense against scrutiny that non-
art organizations face. This tumultuous position is exemplified in Maura Reilly’s, Curatorial 
Activism: Towards an Ethics of Curating. In which, curators challenged the homogeneity of 
exhibitions, emphasizing greater diversity through this form of activism. Subsequently, 
opponents of these newly diverse exhibitions based their critique on archaic notions of artistic 
quality standards.18 By connecting the art institution to art itself through this reference to quality, 
the institution can be absolved of expectations or demands to diversify their collection/s and 
exhibitions. A proclaimed responsibility to uphold art historical standards of excellence permits 
museums to ignore lapses in Western art history and impede inclusionary practices as an 
institution. Whether contemporary or historical, art museums embrace canons of art history that 
require continuous examination. Resistance to do so demonstrates an application of the aesthetic 
alibi to evade this responsibility.  
                                               
17 Ibid., 16. 
18 Reilly. Curatorial Activism. 99 - 129. 
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Questioning quality in response to efforts to dismantle exclusionary practices in the art 
world, demonstrates the expectation that institutions maintain a degree of neutrality in their 
work. ‘Artistic genius’ and ‘artistic quality’ are superficially neutral terms: they do not explicitly 
state that quality and genius art are made by white men. To illustrate, the 1993 Whitney Biennial 
was regarded as a pioneering show in confronting overwhelmingly white and male museum 
exhibitions. As such, many detested it, including art critic Roger Kimball. This seminal 
demonstration of inclusive curatorial practices provoked Kimball to state, “The wacko feminism, 
the preening ethnic narcissism, the rejection of artistic standards, the naïve recapitulation of 
radical clichés about race, gender, class, ‘power’, ‘the West’: it’s all here, stuffed in unlovely 
profusion into every nook and cranny of the Whitney’s exhibition space”.19 Kimball’s loathsome 
response perfectly exemplifies employing the aesthetic alibi to maintain neutrality and protect 
the art world from intrusion of politically charged ideas. By equating the diversification of 
exhibitors and engagement in sociopolitical issues as a lapse in quality standards, Kimball is 
encouraging The Whitney to remain neutral on these matters. Even though previous iterations of 
such ‘neutral’ exhibitions demonstrate quite the opposite. Critics like Kimball may resist these 
inclusive efforts in the name of artistic standards, but issues from the non-aesthetic have already 
penetrated museum practices, just to the benefit of some. To illustrate, the aforementioned 2019 
study revealed that of the forty thousand artworks surveyed, spanning eighteen major art 
museums, 85% of the works were by white artists, and 87% were by men, elucidating the fact 
that museums have never been neutral.20 Flagrant statistics like these expose how standards of 
artistic quality have been historically affixed to the art of white men. Consequently, whilst 
                                               
19 Ibid., 128. 
20 Eileen Kinsella, “An Estimated 85 Percent of Artists Represented in US Museum Collections Are White, a New 
Study Claims.” Artnet News, February 19, 2019. https://news.artnet.com/market/new-study-shows-us-art-museums-
grappling-with-diversity-1467256 
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museums collect art based on value rather than race or gender, defenses against diversification 
depreciate. Museums’ resistance to address such historical inequities and act to rectify them 
demonstrate their utilization of the aesthetic alibi to disengage with the non-aesthetic realm, 
where these sociopolitical influences originate.  
Regardless of which practice is utilizing the aesthetic shield, there are core defenses and 
proposed solutions to the issue of the aesthetic alibi, which Jay lists as, strategic essentialism, the 
functioning of the aesthetic as cultural capital, and absorbing aesthetic freedom into general 
discourse on free speech, dissolving the distinction. Strategic essentialism, coined by theorist 
Gayatri Spivak, claims that utilizing an essentialist position in anti-discriminatory efforts is 
beneficial to those affected by harmful essentialization. Jay envisions this approach as a 
situational acknowledgement of the aesthetic as a separate realm to avoid a complete absorption 
of the aesthetic into the non-aesthetic world. However, this method jeopardizes the role of 
deciders in the formidability of the aesthetic realm, meaning it could be occupied by those 
outside of aesthetic knowledge. From Jay’s perspective, a more auspicious defense claims that 
the aesthetic realm will remain sovereign granted supportive socioeconomic conditions 
persevere.21 Consequently, this claims that even if traditional validations of the aesthetic 
dissipate, so long as art fulfils a socioeconomic purpose it will endure as “cultural capital”.22 
Jay’s final proposition is to dissolve the distinction between aesthetic freedom and freedom of 
speech discourse, absolving the aesthetic realm of any elitist accusations. However, this 
dissolution of distinct freedoms creates an opportunity for public policy changes concerning free 
speech to significantly impact artistic freedom.23 Regardless of which method is best suited to 
                                               
21 Jay, “The Aesthetic Alibi,” 21-23. 
22 Ibid., 22.  
23 Ibid., 21-22. 
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defend the aesthetic realm, so long as it remains a sovereign entity, critiques of its relationship to 
the non-aesthetic and its corresponding responsibilities will endure. More recent critiques of this 
relationship have been misconstrued as a growing phenomenon: cancel culture.  
Cancel culture is a term that is often utilized to discredit groups of people without power 
challenging those that abuse it. The best definition of this outwardly vague term comes from 
Natalie Wynn of ContraPoints. Wynn is a video essayist, with expertise in online hate 
movements and internet culture, and has experienced cancel culture first hand. In her video 
essay, Canceling | ContraPoints, she states, “…canceling is online shaming, vilifying and 
ostracizing of prominent members of a community by other members of that community,” and 
that canceling “started out as this vigilante strategy for bringing justice and accountability to 
powerful people who previously had been immune to any consequences for their actions.”24  
Here we have the word that appears in every anti-neutrality activism campaign from this year: 
accountability. And while these intentions may align with some of the activists in the succeeding 
case studies, there’s more to cancel culture than just a call for accountability. 
Wynn categorizes cancel culture as seven tropes: presumption of guilt, abstraction, 
essentialism, pseudo-moralism/pseudo-intellectualism, no forgiveness, the transitive property of 
cancellation, and dualism. Presumption of guilt implies that cancel culture does not follow legal 
procedures and therefore its targets are prevented from defending themselves. However, this isn’t 
inherently cruel, as Wynn explains, “…a lot of times, an accusation is proof enough. Now that's 
basically the point of the progressive slogan ‘believe victims.’ It's a norm that was put into place 
in progressive spaces because out in the world at large, people generally don't believe victims.”25 
The second trope, abstraction, states that details of an accusation are often replaced by a generic 
                                               
24 Wynn, Canceling | ContraPoints.  
25 Ibid. 
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statement, possibly alluding to accusations worse than the facts. As a result, people transition 
from condemning a person’s actions to the condemning them as a whole, which defines the third 
trope: essentialism. Participants of cancel culture (cancelers) may rely on pseudo-moralism or 
pseudo-intellectualism for justification. This method cites concern from moral/intellectual duty, 
meanwhile, differing motivations can remain hidden. The notion of no forgiveness dictates that 
cancelers will rarely accept an apology, regardless of authenticity, and it will full dismiss it 
should new accusations arise. Which leads us to the transitive property of cancellation: when 
someone is canceled, anyone and everyone associated with them is called upon to equally 
condemn them and disassociate as soon as possible: failure to do so puts associates at risk of 
being canceled themselves. The final trope, dualism, explains the binary thinking that reinforces 
canceling. Cancel culture relies entirely on the belief that people are good or bad, with no in 
between, and that good people should always be willing to condemn others to reinforce their own 
goodness. As Wynn states, this truly is a “dystopian” doctrine that cancel culture requires to do 
its work.26 This thorough definition gives much needed clarity to the term, but ultimately, cancel 
culture is the result of certain people in specific situations employing these tactics.  
 Believing victims and similar activist ideologies are intertwined with cancel culture, 
particularly through the forms they take, often involving social media. However, the succeeding 
case studies will thoroughly demonstrate the distinctions between cancel culture and the 
reckoning of 2020 in regards to three art museums. The case studies that follow will elucidate 
this reckoning’s relation to previous anti-neutrality efforts in resistance of museums’ adopting 
the aesthetic alibi.  
 




A Case Study on the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art 
 
The San Francisco Museum of Modern Art (SFMOMA) was one of a myriad of art 
museums that made a public statement regarding the tragic death of George Floyd. Five days 
after his death, the museum posted on their Instagram account, @sfmoma, with an image of 
“We’re Black and Strong (I)” a piece by black artist Glenn Ligon with the caption: “Why do we 
need to raise our hands in that symbolic space again and again and again to be present in this 
country?”27(see fig. 1). This was SFMOMA’s first attempt to brand itself an effectively anti-
racist institution: a role many museums were asked to publicly adopt. However, soon after its 
publication, a former employee of SFMOMA, Taylor Brandon, left a critical comment on the 
post. 
this is a cop-out. using black artist/art to make a statement that needs to come from the 
institution. You don't only get to amplify black artist during a surge of black mourning 
and pain. Having black people on your homepage/feed is not enough. IDK why I'm 
surprised when the museum has a history of using black pain for their own financial gain. 
But of course why would I have these unrealistic expectations of Chief Marking & 
Communications Officer Ann von Germeten, Deputy director of External Relations Nan 
Keeton or Director Neal Benezra. They weaponize their own black employees whilst 
being afraid to talk about racism. They are the profiters of racism – museums kill black 
people too.28 
 
Sometime after this comment was made, it was deleted by the @sfmoma account. Before then, a 
screenshot was taken of the original comment and posted the following day on the Instagram 
account of the SFMOMA Union (@sfmomaunion) (see fig. 2 & 3). This censorship of a former 
                                               
27 SFMOMA, @sfmoma. “Why do we need to raise our hands in that symbolic space again and again and again to 
be present in this country?”—Glenn Ligon…” Instagram photo, May 30 2020 Accessed August 24, 2020 
https://www.instagram.com/p/CA0PIUpl_xs/ 
28 SFMOMAunion, @sfmomaunion. “We strongly support the value of FREE SPEECH, and we encourage dialogue 
and voices heard!…” Instagram photo, May 31 2020. Accessed August 24, 2020 
https://www.instagram.com/p/CA3LjlUBGqP/ 
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employee of color addressing the museum’s structural racism, sparked outrage against 
SFMOMA. Two days later @sfmoma posted an apology, stating they “can do better”, their 
mistakes in their previous post, and acknowledging their responsibility to use their position of 
power to enact positive change. SFMOMA ended its apology with, “We affirm that 
#BlackLivesMatter. We are committed to doing better. We are committed to hearing your 
feedback. We are listening,”.29 Regardless, an apology was not the solution to this symptom of 
their flawed institutional practices.  
Reactions to this censorship incident included a denunciation of it by Heavy Breathing, 
an organization that produces public movement workshops. On June 2nd Heavy Breathing 
released a statement of discontent with the museum and its behavior. This statement was posted 
on SFMOMA’s Instagram account with Heavy Breathing’s full statement in the caption of an 
image of text: “Uncensor Black Narratives” (see fig. 4).30 This decision to repost a statement of 
criticism from a professional partner on their own page, with no additional input from the 
institution, demonstrated SFMOMA’s willingness to confront its errors. While this may look 
similar to the transitive property of cancellation, there is more in effect beneath the surface of 
these Instagram posts.  
The mechanisms behind cancel culture work towards demonizing and ending the career 
of an individual with no due process. Those same mechanisms may seem to appear in other 
situations, but the motivation is the critical distinction. Heavy Breathing did not send death 
threats to SFMOMA on Twitter, it civilly disagreed with SFMOMA’s decision to censor a 
                                               
29 SFMOMA, @sfmoma. “We hear you. But ask that you follow Instagram’s Community  
Guidelines (http://sfmoma.me/IGguidelines). We do not and will not…” Instagram photo, June 1 2020. 
https://www.instagram.com/p/CA512AMld1s/ 
30 SFMOMA, @sfmoma. “A Statement From Heavy Breathing: Heavy Breathing and featured artists Leila Weefur 
and Elena Gross share their work with…” Instagram photo, June 2 2020. Accessed August 24, 2020 
https://www.instagram.com/p/CA8YqBPljd7/ 
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critical comment from a person of color. The day after this statement, June 3rd, Director of 
SFMOMA, Neal Benezra, called Brandon to apologize for the deletion of her comment. After 
which, on June 4th, @sfmoma posted an image of text recapitulated this phone call and a public 
apology from Benezra to Brandon, stating that he and the museum were wrong in their decision 
to remove the comment. Benezra additionally apologized to all former and current Black 
employees for any frustration this caused, and took full responsibility for the censorship.31 After 
this seemingly empathetic and sincere apology, things calmed down for about a week.  
On June 12th the No Neutral Alliance sent an open letter to the staff and leadership of 
SFMOMA. The No Neutral Alliance is a group that was formed in direct response to this act of 
censorship and is comprised of four artist collectives and individuals, including Taylor 
Brandon.32 The alliance’s letter was thorough, stating their discontent with SFMOMA and 
providing essential steps to move forward. They dictated five specific demands: the resignation 
of Director Benezra, a reevaluation of HR procedures for complaints regarding discrimination, 
the development of a Black-oriented program, quarterly donations of $3,000 to Black-led 
advocacy organizations for one year, and the creation of a Strategic Plan to implement these 
demands with quarterly public updates. Each of these demands included further clarifications, for 
example: a Black human resources specialist must be hired, a new permanent gallery space must 
be dedicated to exhibiting Black artists on the seventh floor, reports must be published on the 
alliance’s website in addition to the museum’s, etc.33 What this illustrates is that groups like the 
No Neutral Alliance cannot trust museums to autonomously take feedback from the communities 
                                               
31 SFMOMA, @sfmoma. “An apology to Taylor Brandon from SFMOMA Director, Neal Benezra.” Instagram 
photo, June 4 2020. Accessed August 24, 2020 https://www.instagram.com/p/CBBIbYtlERX/ 
32 No Neutral Alliance, “ABOUT”. Accessed Oct. 1, 2020. /https://www.noneutralalliance.com 
33 No Neutral Alliance, “SIGN THE LETTER”. Last modified June 12 2020, Accessed Oct. 1, 2020. 
https://www.noneutralalliance.com/a-call-to-action 
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they claim to serve and evolve accordingly. In discussing open letter methodology, Taylor 
Brandon told Artnet News, “’As opposed to just saying this was wrong, it’s saying, this is what’s 
wrong and here’s what you need to do moving forward.’”34 To better understand these dialogues 
between communities and museums, we need to examine why people feel enabled to make such 
demands: museums’ role as public-serving institutions, as stated in their mission statements.  
The American Alliance of Museums states that a museum’s mission statement, 
“articulates the museum’s understanding of its role and responsibility to the public and its 
collections, and reflects the environment in which it exists”.35 This mission statement is a 
requirement of all non-profit art museums as they fall within Internal Revenue Code Section 
501(c)(3).36 In addition to mission statements, this tax code requires them to disclose their annual 
990 tax form which includes detailed financial records such as, total revenue, total expenses, 
salaries of the highest compensated employees, income from donations, rent, income from 
admissions, etc. Between the 990 tax form and required mission statements, art museums find 
themselves in a position fraught with responsibility to the public. However, due to the act of 
censorship that catalyzed the reckoning at SFMOMA, their financial records were not the target 
of scrutiny. Conversely, a close reading of SFMOMA’s mission statement lends itself in favor of 
the No Neutral Alliance and its supporters. SFMOMA’s mission statement is not explicitly 
defined as such, but their “about” webpage states, 
SFMOMA believes the art of our time is vital and shares it with passion and purpose, and 
that art and the creative process can open minds and help build a better world. For that 
                                               
34 Aaron Randle. “’We Were Tired of Asking’: Why Open Letters Have Become Many Activists’ Tool of Choice for 
Exposing Racism at Museums,” Artnet News, July 15 2020. https://news.artnet.com/art-world/museum-open-letters-
activism-1894150 
35 The American Alliance of Museums, “Mission Statement,” The American Alliance of Museums, 2020, Accessed 
November 21, 2020 https://www.aam-us.org/programs/ethics-standards-and-professional-practices/mission 
statement/ 
36 Internal Revenue Service, “Exemption Requirements – 501(c)(3) Organizations,” IRS, Sept. 23,  
2020, Accessed December 6, 2020, https://www.irs.gov/charities-non-profits/charitable-organizations/exemption-
requirements-501c3-organizations 
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reason, we assemble unparalleled collections, create exhilarating exhibitions, and develop 
engaging public programs that connect with our community.37 
 
Here, SFMOMA clearly states its priorities, its dedication to its community, and an intention to 
connect with the public through programming. Although the specifics of its intentions are up for 
interpretation, it’s fair to include the San Francisco area in stated community. For reference, 
according to the U.S. Census Bureau, the demographic breakdown of San Francisco is as 
follows: 46.4% White alone, 40.5% White/Not Hispanic or Latino, 34.4% Asian, 5.6% Two or 
More Races, 5.2% Black/African American, 0.4% American Indian/Alaska Native, 0.4% Native 
Hawaiian/Pacific Islander.38 At the time of this thesis’ completion, SFMOMA does not have a 
public demographic breakdown of their trustees, staff, or collection, although they have 
expressed intent to do so in the future.39 The communities cited in SFMOMA’s mission 
statement were the source of public pressure on the institution this year, and includes the No 
Neutral Alliance. Thus, SFMOMA was willing to open a dialogue between itself and its outraged 
communities.  
What followed the publication of the No Neutral Alliance’s letter was a deluge of 
screenshots, infographics, emails, and Instagram posts. Eleven days after the letter’s publication, 
June 23rd, an Instagram account named @xsfm0ma made its first post; a statement of solidarity 
with the No Neutral Alliance.40 With this statement, the group of former SFMOMA workers 
(xsfm0ma) threw their hat into the ring of social media accountability.41 On June 30th, one month 
                                               
37 The San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, “About SFMOMA”, SFMOMA, 2020 Accessed November 21, 2020. 
https://www.sfmoma.org/about/ 
38 United States Census Bureau, “QuickFacts San Francisco city, California,” Table, 
https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/sanfranciscocitycalifornia, accessed December 6, 2020 
39 The San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, “Our Ongoing Commitment to Diversity and Inclusion”, SFMOMA, 
July 14, 2020 Accessed November 27, 2020. https://www.sfmoma.org/diversity-equity-inclusion/ 
40 XSFMOMA Workers, @xsfm0ma. “Read this statement of solidarity from a multi-racial group of black, brown 
and white former @sfmoma…” Instagram photo, June 23 2020. Accessed September 23, 2020 
https://www.instagram.com/p/CBxEu6wgM4n/ 
41 Refer to Appendix: Table 1 for exact follower numbers for each Instagram account 
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after the censorship incident, the No Neutral Alliance made five Instagram posts, each of which 
presented email correspondence between the alliance and Director Neal Benezra from the 
previous two weeks. Each post followed the same format; multiple slides with quotes, analyses, 
and screenshots of the emails between Benezra and the alliance (see fig. 5 – 8). 
The correspondence began with Benezra responding to the alliance expressing gratitude 
for their willingness to talk and the importance of setting a time to meet promptly, offering 
suggested times to do so. The alliance replied with an appreciation for his public apology in 
addition to their prerequisites in order to meet with SFMOMA: the museum must provide a list 
of all proposed attendees, an meeting agenda with goals, and a racial/ethnic breakdown of their 
collection and employees.42 Two days later Benezra responded with a list of the three staff 
member attendees, their respective titles, and a hope (not a guarantee) that he could provide the 
demographic breakdowns prior to meeting. In regards to goals, Benezra’s expressed intention to 
listen to the alliance and reflect before the (assumed) second meeting. Benezra felt inclined to 
include an anecdote in this response about him relaying Brandon’s statement “Museums Kill 
Black People too” to the Board of SFMOMA, describing the profound impact it had on them. 
However, recitals of board members unsettled by injustices within the museum was not the 
response the alliance desired.  
In their reply, Brandon expressed concern that her agonizing story leveraged the 
museum’s board to acknowledge racism at the institution, despite her previous attempts to 
address it. Hearing the impact her words had on Benezra and the board, she informed them that 
she and the alliance were effectively consultants for SFMOMA and as such, the museum should 
expect an invoice following their meeting. This email concluded with a reiteration for an agenda 
                                               
42 No Neutral Alliance, @noneutralalliance. “Throughout the day we’ll be sharing our conversation with Neal…” 
Instagram photo, June 30 2020. Accessed September 10, 2020 https://www.instagram.com/p/CCEP4L-BhGz/ 
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to assure a productive conversation, and a declaration that if said agenda is not sent forty-eight 
hours prior to meeting, then the alliance could not safely attend.43 It took Benezra five days to 
respond to his newly self-appointed consultants.  
Benezra wrote back expressing his sadness with their demand for his resignation, despite 
his intent to meet with them. He again listed the SFMOMA staff attendees, and his continued 
commitment to listen to the alliance, who responded later that day to remind Benezra that the 
disappointment he felt from their letter pales in comparison to the racism they, and so many 
others, endure under his leadership. After all, he did take full responsibility for the censorship 
incident. Regardless, while one of their three criteria to meet had been met, (a list of attendees) 
the alliance reiterated the criterion and twice reminded Benezra that materials must be sent forty-
eight hours prior to a meeting.44 However while the museum was eager to listen and learn, it was 
not eager to bend to meet the demands of the alliance, even those required just to meet.  
In their final exchange, Benezra replied to the alliance, articulating the museum’s 
disappointment that they refused to meet and converse without SFMOMA meeting their 
demands. The museum took this as indication that the alliance was not interested in having 
productive dialogue. This is no doubt because the alliance set the rules of engagement from the 
beginning, and the museum could not accept that. SFMOMA was open to negotiations, not 
instructions, which is a vital distinction during conversations between entities of major power 
imbalances. In this final email, Benezra stated that museum was in the process of making a 
Diversity Action Plan and was eager to have the alliance’s input. That being said, they did not 
                                               
43 No Neutral Alliance, @noneutralalliance. “After requesting: an agenda, a list of who will be in the meeting, and a 
demographics report of…” Instagram photo, June 30 2020. Accessed September 10, 2020 
https://www.instagram.com/p/CCEX0IVBnyE/ 
44 No Neutral Alliance, @noneutralalliance. “After our 2nd request for an agenda Neal did not get back to us for 5 
days…” Instagram photo, June 30 2020. Accessed September 10, 2020 
https://www.instagram.com/p/CCEhesahg6L/ 
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endorse the alliance’s status as consultants, and explained that proposed ideas for SFMOMA’s 
plans were not considered intellectual property and as such the museum would not pay them. 
From a legal standpoint, SFMOMA is correct in stating that the alliance’s proposed action steps 
do not qualify as intellectual property. As explained by the Legal Information Institute, 
intellectual property consists of patents, trade secrets, trademarks, and copyright laws.45 The 
work behind the alliance’s letter should be appreciated and respected, but copyright law does not 
protect ideas, principles, or methods of operation.46 Neal concluded his final email with a plea to 
confirm their meeting, scheduled for the following day, and an invitation to meet after their 
Diversity Action Plan is released. He left the ball in the alliance’s court, but neither party agreed 
to the same rules before the game had even begun.47 The following day, the alliance did not meet 
with Benezra, nor any day after that.  
It is unclear if the alliance responded to Benezra’s final email on June 15th, and if they 
did, not publishing it would be uncharacteristic of them. Regardless, the alliance made their 
response clear in one of their June 23rd Instagram posts, sharing a screenshot of Benezra’s final 
email to them. In the caption of this post, they echoed their cry for an agenda, and claimed 
Benezra expressed verbal consent to an invoice from them during his call to Brandon on June 3rd. 
The alliance’s conclusion made in this post cannot be dismissed: the Diversity Action Plan that 
SFMOMA was developing would not have been the same, or perhaps even existed, without the 
No Neutral Alliance. Whether from their pressure, or their letter, SFMOMA took the alliance’s 
                                               
45 Legal Information Institute, “Intellectual Property,” Cornell Law School, Accessed December 14, 2020. 
https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/intellectual_property 
46 Title 17 of the United States Code. 1976. Vol. 102. Accessed December 14, 2020 
https://www.copyright.gov/title17/92chap1.html#102 
47 No Neutral Alliance, @noneutralalliance. "After Taylor’s June 12th email to Neal (then the THIRD time) 
requesting an agenda…” Instagram photo, June 30 2020. Accessed September 10, 2020 
https://www.instagram.com/p/CCEvotkBm1J/ 
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work into consideration, which is not something the museum necessarily hid. Around one month 
later, the museum announced their “Ongoing Commitments to Diversity and Inclusion”48 on 
their website. The statement includes action items, many of which mirror the demands from the 
alliance’s letter. To illustrate, the museum listed they would start the hiring process for a 
Director of Diversity, Inclusion, and Belonging, but did not dictate that Director would be Black, 
as the alliance had insisted. In regards to examining current and past complaints of harassment 
and/or discrimination, the museum expressed the same sentiment as the alliance but without the 
same specifications: gender bias, bias against LGBTQ+ employees, racial bias, etc. The museum 
offered a timeline for their collection and employee breakdowns by race and gender as well, 
which the alliance explicitly requested. In summation, the museum declared they are not neutral, 
that this plan is the direct result of conversations that followed the censorship incident, and 
acknowledged that the reckoning exposing embedded racism in museums, without any mention 
of the No Neutral Alliance.49 Considering how much of the alliance’s letter found its way into 
the museum’s plan, one must wonder what would have happened if one side had bent, just 
enough to have a meeting. Regardless, what SFMOMA lacked in rapport with the No Neutral 
Alliance, it attempted to make up for in resignations.  
The day after the No Neutral Alliance’s release of the emails between them and Benezra, 
Hyperallergic reported that Nan Keeton, former Director of External Affairs, had resigned from 
SFMOMA two days prior.50 This resignation demonstrated that SFMOMA was willing to 
dispense legitimate consequences for errors akin to this censoring. Unlike other museums, 
                                               
48 The San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, “Our DEI Commitment”, SFMOMA, July 14, 2020 Accessed 
November 27, 2020. https://www.sfmoma.org/dei-actions 
49 Ibid. 
50 Sam Lefebvre. “SFMOMA Official Who Defended Censorship of Black Former Employee Steps Down,” 
Hyperallergic. July 1 2020. https://hyperallergic.com/574605/sfmoma-nan-keeton-steps-down/ 
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SFMOMA did not hide the fact that Keeton’s resignation was a direct result of this incident and 
her defense of said censorship. The connection between Keeton’s resignation and social media 
outrage may suggest a connection to cancel culture, but differing motivations exposes the 
dissimilarity. 
In cancel culture, pseudo-moralism can be used to hide ulterior motives, but legitimate 
moralism is at the heart of every affront on museum inequities. While similar to cancel culture, 
in that those without power condemn those with it, the intention is the key distinction. Some 
followers may love to watch rich teenage influencers’ careers spiral in front of them out of spite 
or jealousy, but the No Neutral Alliance does not hold the same motivation. In this context, it is 
those without power who hold the higher moral ground because they do not have power to abuse, 
legitimizing the moralism supporting the No Neutral Alliance. To the group’s advantage, 
morality is guaranteed a lead role during a nationwide reckoning of museum’s complacency in 
white supremacy.  
The next resignation was the consequence of a more private error. During a staff meeting, 
senior curator of painting and sculpture, Gary Garrels, was questioned about a previous comment 
he made. The referred comment came to light after the Instagram account @changethemuseum 
shared the story: “At an SFMOMA all-staff meeting, the white senior curator was giving a 
presentation about a group of new acquisitions by POC artists. He ended the presentation by 
saying, ‘Don’t worry, we will definitely still continue to collect white artists’”.51 Garrels 
comment was understood as an appeasement to those at SFMOMA who fear diversification of 
the collection and equate it to complete disregard for art by white individuals. Consequently, 
                                               
51 ChangeTheMuseum, @changethemuseum. “#changethemuseum @sfmoma—@changethemuseum Pressuring US 
museums to move beyond lip service…” Instagram Photo, June 27th 2020. Accessed September 9, 2020 
https://www.instagram.com/p/CB9QPOYlt5U/ See Appendix: Table 1 for details on @changethemuseum 
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when this comment came up during another staff meeting, Garrels did not deny it, but rather, he 
clarified that SFMOMA collecting art by white men was unavoidable and eliminating it from 
consideration for the collection would qualify as “’reverse discrimination’”52. With the utterance 
of those two words, Garrels effectively signed his own resignation.  
Garrels’ utilization of the term “reverse discrimination” implied that decreasing works by 
white artist from consideration for collecting would constitute discrimination against white 
artists. This alluded to a disregard for the historical discrimination of non-white artists from 
museum collections such as SFMOMA’s. Shortly after this meeting, @xsfm0ma shared their 
newly created online petition for Garrels to leave the museum.53 By the end of the week, Garrels 
offered his resignation to Director Benezra along with an apology to all SFMOMA staff, “’true 
diversity and the fight for real equality is the important battle of our time…I realize in the current 
climate, I can no longer effectively work at SFMOMA,’”.54 His resignation pleased many and 
troubled some, due to his lengthy career and efforts in establishing more diverse artists at the 
museum.55 Garrels’ departure caught the attention of major publications such as Artnet News, 
The New York Times, and ArtForum, all of which made no connection between Garrels’ 
resignation and cancel culture. However, some notable publications made said connection: The 
                                               
52 Julia Halperin. “Gary Garrels, the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art’s Longtime Chief Curator, Resigns 
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Daily Mail, (quoting Instagram comments)56, the art world blog CultureGrrl57, and the Pacific 
Research Institute (PRI), promoting free-market and individual freedom policies. In the PRI 
blogpost, the pressure on Garrels was described as, “blood lust”, “the Church of Wokeness”, and 
“resignation-by-mob” all of which are great descriptors for cancel culture, but do not apply to 
this.58  
Neither Nan Keeton nor Gary Garrels were canceled by the hivemind we call the internet. 
Keeton was responsible for the censorship incident, a gross act of misconduct as a director of 
external relations, which lead to her resignation. This was a proportionate and professional result. 
She failed to do her job sufficiently and her error could not be rectified while she held that 
position. The current social climate was a pivotal factor in this outcome, and in other situations it 
may be inappropriate for an organization to take that into consideration. However, SFMOMA is 
a public-facing institution, dedicated to its communities that have vocalized its error and deemed 
the act unacceptable. For non-profit museums like SFMOMA, considering public feedback is 
part of their duty, as laid out in their mission statements. Similarly, Garrels’ comments (in two 
separate incidents) showed a lapse in judgement and unacceptable perception of how the 
museum should operate, both as a collecting entity and as a curatorial body.  
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Due to cancel culture’s effectiveness on individuals, incidents like these resignations lead 
some to brand them as such. However, cancel culture functions on an imbalance between 
accusation and punishment. In Garrels’ case, his community, the staff of SFMOMA, spoke out 
online, but it was in response to an error in his job performance. Perhaps at another time his 
comments could have resulted in a stern warning, but the museum recognized this moment and 
the influence the public had over the museum’s reputation. This reckoning that allowed for these 
resignations to occur, aimed to puncture the wall between the realm of aesthetic freedom and the 
one without. The departures of Garrels and Keeton illustrated the museum’s response to public 
demand: SFMOMA must step down from its pedestal in the aesthetic realm, where it is 
something above a workplace, something above responsibilities to non-aesthetic issues, such as 
discrimination and censorship. Inequity and discrimination are present in far too many 
workplaces across all industries, but unlike others, the art world occupies a space that encourages 
discontent; they just call it controversy.  
Few other industries embrace controversy and public discomfort as much as the art 
world, especially museums regarding their curatorial endeavors. In efforts to function as a 
conduit for difficult and important conversations, museums often fail to address how that 
function applies beyond their gallery walls. Of its many institutional practices, SFMOMA was 
tasked by the No Neutral Alliance to appraise its treatment of Black employees and approaches 
to curating and collecting. Garrels resisted said appraisal, recognizing afterwards his inability to 
effectively aid the museum during this reckoning. Since these accusations were not connected to 
displays of art, the museum had little to no defense against them. In similar instances connected 
to art exhibition, the aesthetic alibi comes into play as a possible defense. This is exemplified by 
an incident surveyed in Aruna D’Souza’s Whitewalling.  
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The most recent protest covered in Whitewalling was in response to the 2017 Whitney 
Biennial, in which the inclusion of an artwork resulted in irate public response. Dana Schutz’s 
painting, Open Casket, directly referenced the emblematic photograph of Emmett Till a black 
child in his casket after his horrific death after a false accusation that he whistled at a white 
woman (see fig. 9).59 Emmett was fourteen years old, and his mother bravely defied police orders 
by insisting his casket be left open, to show the world what happened to her son. The photograph 
was widely circulated by Jet and other Black magazines, mobilizing the generation that would 
embark upon the Civil Rights movement.60 Schutz’s use of the photograph sparked debates 
concerning artistic freedom and its respective complications. Demands for the painting’s 
destruction, merged with outrage at the biennial’s curators. In an effort to deflect demands to 
shed their defense of aesthetics and address the non-aesthetic implications of the work, the 
curators referenced the importance of the debates, expressing an intention to acknowledge the 
historical value of the imagery, and a previously established hope to incite these types of 
conversations. In other words, they knew it would be controversial, sparking a frenzy of public 
attention, and they knew it would be hated, fulfilling the biennial’s goal to be a catalyst for 
difficult conversations. The No Neutral Alliance did target curators for a mistake like those of 
the 2017 Whitney Biennial, but they struck a similar chord when addressing the entirety of 
SFMOMA. 
The curatorial errors of the curators of the 2017 Whitney biennial lead to violence against 
Black people being used as aesthetic value by a white artist, endorsed by the museum on the 
grounds of important and difficult conversations. This illustrates how museums embrace 
                                               
59 In lieu of reproducing Schutz’s work, the author chose to include the image of Parker Bright’s work responding to 
the inclusion of Open Casket. Parker Bright protested Schutz’s work, and subsequently created the work reproduced 
in Figure 9, which includes an appropriation of Open Casket.  
60 D’Souza. Whitewalling, 16.  
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sociopolitical concerns in exhibitions, but hesitate to acknowledge its effect on other museum 
practices. Endorsing arduous debate and controversy are ideologies that originate in the aesthetic 
realm, where art can escape the circumstances of its creation, which Olufemi addresses in her 
examination of Art for Art’s Sake. 
Olufemi examines how this belief that an artwork is independent from the identity 
politics concerning its creator is deeply feminist, but comes with complications. In a feminist 
approach, disengaging with identity through art making leads to evading unavoidable violence 
against women. However, similar disengagements on the basis of a universal human experience 
only contribute to perpetuating status quos of inequity.61 This is precisely what groups like the 
No Neutral Alliance are trying to eliminate, allowing museums to use historical artistic standards 
or methods to avoid disrupting this status quo. Just as their name suggests, this is an anti-neutral 
approach. The aesthetic alibi, mobilized by dedications to standards of artistic excellence and a 
refusal to effectively engage in non-aesthetic sociopolitical issues, enables anti-neutrality to 
persevere in institutional practices. When describing this effect on artistic practice, Jay states,  
…once we have come to appreciate ‘art’s’ contingent, historical roots, it has inevitably 
grown more difficult to defend free aesthetic expression as if it were a self-evident truth. 
Indeed, in the hands of sociologists like Pierre Bourdieu, an awareness of the historical 
construction of aesthetic value can lead to a denial that art in any way transcends its 
institutional roots in the system of social distinction that it helps maintain.62 
 
Here Jay dictates how pulling at the thread of artistic freedom leads one to question the integrity 
of value attribution, in which museums play a major role. Jay goes onto describe how this 
analysis of the phenomenon sets in motion the denial of art’s relationship to sociopolitical 
neutrality. Parallel to this, examining the historical construction of art museums leads us to 
repudiate art museums’ independence from sociopolitical influence. This reckoning of 
                                               
61 Lola Olufemi. “Art for Art’s Sake” in Feminism, Interrupted: Disrupting Power. (London: Pluto Press, 2020), 85. 
62 Jay, “The Aesthetic Alibi”, 17. 
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SFMOMA is an example of this type of close examination, in efforts to motivate the museum to 
declare an anti-neutral trajectory for the museum.  
Without input from the No Neutral Alliance, SFMOMA proceeded with their 
development of a Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Plan, announced in mid-July, over a month 
after their last correspondence with the alliance. The museum began by listing action steps, one 
of which stated, “Museums and cultural organizations are not (and should not be) neutral; we 
need to address what this means for our work at SFMOMA,”. 63 Additional steps ranged from 
partnering with local Black arts organizations to implementing implicit bias and anti-racism 
training. Meanwhile, the No Neutral Alliance remained silent on their Instagram, their last post 
to date was a reposting of the announcement of Keeton’s resignation, on July 1st. In the months 
that followed, @xsfm0ma kept the pressure on through Instagram posts, some sharing stories of 
Benezra’s discriminatory behavior, others reiterating their call for his resignation. The final 
attempts to establish a dialogue between SFMOMA and the public were made during two 
sunshine meetings hosted by the museum.  
Sunshine meetings are board meetings open to public comment. SFMOMA held one on 
September 3rd, followed by one on November 19th. While there were disputes over how 
effectively these meetings were publicized, @xsfm0ma shared information regarding both 
meetings on their Instagram.64 During the public comment portion of the Sep. 3rd meeting, 
several current and former employees expressed their frustrations, none of which the board 
responded to. The November 19th meeting was not reported on nor addressed by either party on 
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Instagram. Ultimately, with their sharing of the Nov. 19th meeting details, @xsfm0ma fell silent 
on their Instagram accountability efforts.  
A censored comment, two resignations, futile dialogues and plans for change; the second 
half of 2020 proved tumultuous for SFMOMA in its attempt to adopt anti-racism to their 
institutional purpose. The events that unfolded elucidated discriminatory practices at SFMOMA, 
however they proved to be symptomatic of the white supremacy that saturates the foundation of 
the museum. Garrels and Keeton were both recognized for their inability to aid in this new 
mission emphasizing anti-racism at SFMOMA, and consequently left the museum. The No 
Neutral Alliance and @xsfm0ma may not be active online anymore, but there’s no doubt that 
when prompted, they or similar groups, will reignite their anti-neutrality activism. Reminding 
SFMOMA that museums have never been neutral, they have discriminated against non-white 
folks for decades, and as such are already deeply entrenched in the non-aesthetic realm. Thus 
illustrating the fact that museums exploiting the aesthetic alibi to uphold obsolescent artistic 
standards in avoidance of acknowledging historical errors and rectifying them will no longer be 











A Case Study on the Museum of Contemporary Art Detroit 
 
The Museum of Contemporary Art Detroit (MOCAD) was founded in 1995 and has since 
remained a non-collecting art institution.65 Hence when the 2020 reckoning shined a spotlight on 
MOCAD, it wasn’t in regard to homogeneous collections, but rather a cruel leader and hostile 
work environment.  
On July 3rd 2020, MOCAD Resistance, a group of former MOCAD employees and the 
museum’s Teen Council, sent a letter to the Board of Directors expressing the trauma and 
inequity they experienced working at the museum. Their accounts of injustices held one common 
denominator: Executive Director at the time, Elysia Borowy-Reeder. While all executive 
directors are responsible for museum operations, Borowy-Reeder was not just the conscientious 
figurehead, but additionally the perpetrator of the declared transgressions. In the Spring of 2020, 
three Black curators left the museum, protesting Borowy-Reeder’s behavior, catalyzing this 
confrontation of the executive director’s culpability.  
Two weeks after its formation, MOCAD Resistance shared blogposts on its website 
dictating first-hand accounts of Borowy-Reeder’s unacceptable conduct. Collectively, the stories 
illustrated her endorsement of a toxic and hostile work environment, exemplified by 
microaggressions, threats to job security, tokenizing BIPOC artists, and improperly dedicating a 
teen council seat to a board member’s child.66 MOCAD Resistance additionally stated how 
Borowy-Reeder impeded the museum in realizing its purpose as laid out in its mission statement, 
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which states, “MOCAD is where adventurous minds encounter the best in contemporary visual, 
literary, music, and performing arts. A responsive center for diverse audiences, MOCAD 
presents art that contextualizes, interprets, educates and expands culture, pushing us to the edges 
of contemporary experience”.67 MOCAD’s mission statement declares its commitment to 
exhibiting contemporary culture and to serve as a conduit for varying audiences. Its intent to 
operate in a responsive manner was brought into question when MOCAD Resistance confronted 
the museum in an effort to discuss the harm caused by its executive director. The group’s letter 
specified that Borowy-Reeder subverted MOCAD’s ability to serve “diverse audiences” and 
“adventurous minds”.68 In addition to their impassioned hope for a better MOCAD, the letter, 
dated July 3rd, dictated five action steps for the museum: dismiss Elysia Borowy-Reeder and 
conduct a replacement search that emphasizes BIPOC candidates, dedicate one board seat to an 
employee-elected representative, allocate one third of all board seats to more diverse individuals 
and youths, prioritize furloughed/terminated employees for any positions restored following the 
bedlam of this year, and improve its professional environment in support of working families.69  
 Through these action steps, MOCAD Resistance not only addressed Borowy-Reeder’s 
behavior, but also structural inequities within the museum, referencing board diversity and hiring 
patterns, both of which qualify as institutional practices. Differing from some other museums, 
MOCAD demonstrated little, if any, resistance to the calls from its critics to look inward and 
address its shortcomings. Accordingly, MOCAD embraced anti-neutrality ergo, dismissing 
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notions of Art for Art’s Sake, or in this case, Art Museum for Art Museum’s Sake. As Olufemi 
illustrates,  
Perhaps the artist can say and do things that the political activist cannot, but the 
prestigious world of visual art and literature can often remove us from the reality of the 
life-saving work happening on the ground in the communities we inhabit. A well-known 
literary journal or gallery may in some ways be a sacred space but it can also serve as a 
vehicle for depoliticisation.70 
 
This sacredness Olufemi describes embodies neutrality, enabling depoliticization, and thus 
preserving a degree of separation between art institutions and political issues derived from the 
non-aesthetic realm. For MOCAD, the political issues at hand were white supremacy and anti-
Black racism; and while substantial change is hopefully forthcoming, its spurning of neutrality 
defied the aesthetic alibi. Some museums have attempted to do the same through curatorial 
endeavors, as highlighted in Maura Reilly’s Curatorial Activism.  
 Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, several key art exhibitions took on the role of activist 
exhibitions, on which Reilly elaborates,  
The curatorial aim of many of them was, as Nigerian-born curator, writer, and critic 
Okwui Enwezor explained, to articulate the ‘demands of the multitude’–that is, to include 
rather than exclude the multitude of Other artists who deserved to take their place on the 
global stage. But again, many of the shows were criticized for their preoccupation with 
socio-political concerns, and for utilizing morality-based approaches; others were 
dismissed for exhibiting works characterized as political propaganda.71 
 
Reilly illustrates key points of comparison here between these activist exhibitions and the anti-
neutrality activism of 2020. While the exhibitions referenced here were criticized for their 
concern of sociopolitical issues, groups akin to MOCAD Resistance display an almost identical 
concern. Even more so, factoring morality into institutional practices, exemplified here in 
curating, is pivotal to the demands of MOCAD Resistance and the like. This similarity is not a 
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coincidence, both these examples of activist efforts hold the same bedrock: to dismantle art 
institutional neutrality, eliminating the use of the aesthetic alibi and respective separation from 
sociopolitical issues.  
Days after submission of MOCAD Resistance’s letter, Elysia Borowy-Reeder was placed 
on administrative leave on July 8th, and an investigation was launched into the accusations made 
against her.72 By July 29th, Borowy-Reeder was fired by MOCAD’s board of trustees.73 Her swift 
removal from the museum inspired some to equate it to cancel culture, including the French 
Beaux Arts Magazine74 and a website titled Archyde.75 However, implementing Wynn’s 
definition of the phenomenon to the proceedings of Borowy-Reeder’s departure discredits these 
claims.  
Borowy-Reeder’s dismissal was the direct result of the accusations made against her, 
mimicking the first trope of cancel culture, presumption of guilt. However, Wynn explains, it is 
not inherently bad since it alludes to believing victims, part of progressive efforts to prevent 
injustices that cannot be solved through normal legal process.76 In this case, MOCAD chose to 
believe those who came forward against Borowy-Reeder, including over seventy-five signatories 
on MOCAD Resistance’s letter. Borowy-Reeder dismissal illustrated a proportionate response 
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from the museum, recognizing the lapse in judgement and taking away the director’s power that 
she had abused.  
Unlike the second trope of cancel culture, abstraction, MOCAD Resistance was succinct 
with their accusations against Borowy-Reeder, citing “racist micro-aggressions, mis-gendering, 
violent verbal outbursts, misrepresentation of community partnerships, and the tokenization of 
marginalized artists, teen council members, and staff,”.77 With the addition of numerous first-
hand accounts of her misconduct, MOCAD Resistance left no room for abstraction, which cancel 
culture requires to function. Thus, Borowy-Reeder’s dismissal does not equate to her being 
canceled, it was the result of MOCAD choosing to believe victims and sincerely discern public 
feedback. In its next decision, the museum did something few other institutions did during 2020: 
it met with its external critics, MOCAD Resistance. 
The meeting took place on July 31st, less than one month after MOCAD Resistance sent 
its letter to the board of the museum. Four board and ten resistance members were in attendance, 
and an edited transcript of the meeting was published on MOCAD Resistance’s website later that 
day. Additionally on this day, MOCAD shared an Instagram post stating their earnestness in 
listening to community feedback, consideration of suggestions, and emphasizing concrete 
action.78 During the meeting, MOCAD Resistance acknowledged the importance of Borowy-
Reeder’s rightful termination, while also emphasizing the responsibility of board members that 
enabled her behavior for years. MOCAD Resistance’s residual demands for greater transparency 
between the board and museum employees were reiterated as well. The board’s responses were 
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not fully transcribed in MOCAD Resistance’s website post. However, notes on them summarized 
the board’s reactions to their conversation. One board response expressed that MOCAD is 
actively listening and planning to improve ineffective procedures made apparent by the 
investigation into Borowy-Reeder: part of what appeared to be a productive dialogue. This 
optimistic meeting was followed by silence for a few weeks until MOCAD’s board chair 
reported an update.  
On August 14th, Elyse Foltyn, chair of the MOCAD Board, told to Artnet News some of 
the museum’s plans: to make immediate efforts to diversify their board, including the executive 
committee and nomination committee, and to revise bylaws and protocols, particularly those 
regarding staff complaints. By the time of this comment, the museum had also begun providing 
parental leave and revising its employee handbook in efforts of greater equity.79 Nonetheless, 
there may be more on the museum’s horizon than progressive initiatives after a development 
regarding Borowy-Reeder.  
By mid-August, Borowy-Reeder had hired a distinguished African-American attorney 
from Detroit, supporting her claim that MOCAD’s Board did not offer her an opportunity to 
defend herself. Foltyn denied this, stating they had requested Borowy-Reeder be interviewed 
during the investigation into her conduct, but were unable to establish between the two parties. 
By the time of this news emerging, August 10th, no litigation had been filed, and it is unclear if 
Borowy-Reeder is still legally pursuing the matter to date.80 Even without filed litigation, 
Borowy-Reeder has the opportunity and right to do so, contradicting cancel culture, which 
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excludes chances to defend oneself. Presumption of guilt is the first trope of cancel culture, 
stating that cancel culture operates outside of normal legal proceedings, including the notion of 
‘innocent until proven guilty’. Borowy-Reeder hiring an attorney proves the opposite: the right 
and ability to defend herself with proper legal proceedings. Cancel culture does not engage with 
the legal system, functioning on harmful essentialism and abstraction, distilling individuals down 
to a single error and condemning them eternally no matter the defense or apology. However 
tenable her legal case may or may not be, it significantly refutes claims of cancel culture. 
Following this, the next announcement in this ordeal proved more optimistic for MOCAD.   
In mid-September the museum announced the welcomed return of Jova Lynne, one of the 
Black curators who left the museum earlier that year in protest of Borowy-Reeder’s misconduct. 
In her optimistic return to the museum, Lynne planned to emphasize inclusivity and community 
engagement in her work.81 Another promising declaration came from MOCAD Resistance via 
Instagram in late November. The group shared an image of the museum’s 2020 – 2021 Teen 
Council members, stating their excitement for the future of MOCAD given their meetings with 
the museum and its proven effort to work with the Teen Council.82 Hope for a better MOCAD 
continued into December of 2020, with the selection of former board member Laura Hughes as 
Interim Director.83 Between Hughes and Lynne, these two appointments of Black women at 
MOCAD demonstrated an initial commitment to prioritizing BIPOC candidates to diversify 
museum leadership. At the point of this thesis’ completion, neither MOCAD nor MOCAD 
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Resistance have quantified goals in terms of staff diversification. Regardless, these were 
auspicious developments. After these hopefully updates, all involved parties fell silent: perhaps 
symptomatic of a productive period of development, or perhaps for a forthcoming 
diversity/equity/inclusion plan as other museums have done.  
 While brief in its interchanges, MOCAD distinguished itself from other museum 
responses to this year’s reckoning in several ways. Most notably, the museum’s swift removal of 
its executive director in response to a myriad of accusations of misconduct. This first decision 
demonstrated MOCAD’s refusal to utilize the aesthetic alibi in an effort to remain sundered from 
the non-aesthetic realm, from which these transgressions originated. Unanimously citing acts of 
discrimination, tokenism, and racism, the statements from MOCAD Resistance regarding 
Borowy-Reeder’s behavior proved especially powerful during the 2020 resurgence of the Black 
Lives Matter movement. Considering the steps already taken by MOCAD in an effort to embrace 
anti-neutrality and anti-racism, MOCAD Resistance’s open letter and online campaign proved 
effective not only in dismissing Borowy-Reeder, but in establishing a continuous dialogue 
between the museum and its communities. Based on the positive developments, one can hope 
that MOCAD Resistance, the Teen Council and MOCAD are discussing what the future looks 









A Case Study on the Guggenheim 
 
The Guggenheim is one of the most prestigious institution that came under fire this year, 
and coincidentally engaged the least with public dialogues regarding their responsibilities as a 
public-facing institution. Although, the Guggenheim’s reckoning began back in 2019, when the 
museum hired a Black curator for a Basquiat exhibition, the first Black curator in the museum’s 
eighty-year reign. Chaédria LaBouvier took on that historic role after conversing with Nancy 
Spector, the Chief Curator of the Guggenheim at the time.84 LaBouvier’s experience at the 
Guggenheim, particularly with Spector, became the spark that ignited outrage with the museum a 
year later. 
The exhibition, “Basquiat’s ‘Defacement’: The Untold Story”, ran from June 21st through 
November 6th, 2019 in the top-floor gallery of the Guggenheim. The exhibition was curated by 
LaBouvier, who began sharing her experience working at the museum shortly after the exhibition 
opened. A New York Times article dated July 30th, 2019 surveyed the exhibition and cited 
LaBouvier’s pride in the exhibition, in addition to her frustrations from working at a museum 
with no experience with Black curators.85 Clarification of her experience emerged via Twitter 
posts by LaBouvier towards the end of the exhibition’s run. Simultaneously, the Guggenheim 
hosted a panel discussion on November 5th, 2019, titled, “New Art Histories for Some Kind of 
Tomorrow”, traversing themes of cultural criticism and the future of art history.86 During this 
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panel conversation LaBouvier addressed the panelists and audience to enlighten them on the 
Guggenheim’s exclusion of her as a panelist: a violent act by her definition.  
LaBouvier accentuated the hypocrisy between the conversation on institutional 
responsibility unfolding before them and the absence of the Guggenheim’s first Black curator as 
a panelist. While pronouncing her broader comments on the museum’s appalling behavior, she 
gestured to attendees Nancy Spector, Elizabeth Duggal, and other unidentified staff members. 
LaBouvier asserted the staff members’ knowledge of these violent institutional practices and its 
impact on her. Labouvier’s final remark powerfully summarized her message, “This is how 
institutional white supremacy works, you use the power of the institution to weaponize bodies to 
exact violence. This is it in real time,”87 LaBouvier’s emphatic speech elicited an applause from 
the audience and a perfunctory response from Senior Deputy Director and Chief Operating 
Officer (COO) Elizabeth Duggal. In her response, Duggal specified that the panel was organized 
prior to hiring LaBouvier, expressed an appreciation for her work on the Basquiat exhibition, and 
concluded with a note on how museums run a certain way.88 Through this futile dialogue, 
LaBouvier tried to engage the museum in an open and public conversation regarding its 
treatment of her and how it was symptomatic of much larger systemic issues. In response, the 
Guggenheim forcefully avoided such topics, with neutral statements on how museums operate. 
All of which took place during a panel discussion, hosted by the Guggenheim, addressing “…the 
social and political forces that impact contemporary art making and its broader ecosystem.”89  
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Ironically, the museum hired its first full-time Black curator, Ashley James one of the panelists, 
less than two weeks after this event.90 Regardless, Duggal’s response to LaBouvier’s concerns 
was the first of several examples of how the museum embraced the aesthetic alibi in an effort to 
remain neutral in their operations, keeping sociopolitical discourse contained within gallery and 
auditorium walls.  
Despite LaBouvier’s efforts to bring the Guggenheim into a productive and public 
dialogue, the museum remained quiet on related topics until provoked again during the summer 
of 2020. On June 1st, the Guggenheim posted an image of Dawoud Bey’s work, Wallace 
Simmons and Eric Allums with a caption affirming their support of social justice efforts and the 
important role artists play in times of tragedy, including Bey’s work.91(see fig. 10) The following 
day, the Guggenheim participated in what became a distressingly redundant social media 
‘activism’ campaign, Blackout Tuesday.  
Derived from music industry efforts to halt work for a day in light of the Black Lives 
Matter movement, Blackout Tuesday’s intentions were diluted into posting a black square with 
the hashtag #blacklivesmatter. Epitomizing what Aruna D’Souza described as “’clicktivism’” 
when surveying social media’s efficiency as a means of protest a few years prior.92 The result of 
Blackout Tuesday was the silencing of a previously vital resource for information and 
communication during this time of protest amidst a pandemic.93 Nancy Spector was among the 
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countless participants of Blackout Tuesday, and much like the Guggenheim, she too was 
criticized for the performative gesture. Among the comments on her post, one asked her if she 
was cancelled and for her side of the story, to which she replied, “thanks for asking. You are the 
first one to do so. Will share in time. There is definitely another side.”94 This is the most candid 
response Spector has offered to date on the situation. On this same day LaBouvier posted a series 
of tweets reiterating her experience with the museum and summarizing her distress with the 
statement, “Working at the Guggenheim w/ Nancy Spector & the leadership was the most racist 
professional experience of my life.”95 This sentence became the spark that reignited the 
reckoning at the Guggenheim from within their own walls.  
On June 22nd, virtually the entire curatorial department of the Guggenheim sent a letter to 
the museum’s leadership scolding the museum for its ceaseless injustices; the only curatorial 
signatory missing from the letter was Nancy Spector, who was among the addressees. In addition 
to the Black Lives Matter movement, the letter was in direct response to the museum’s attempt at 
a productive roundtable discussion about inequities at the museum two weeks prior. In its letter, 
the curatorial department dictated four action steps for the museum: firstly, in the their 
department, end the culture of retribution, favoritism, silencing, and increase equity and 
transparency, secondly, launch an independent investigation regarding the accusations from 
LaBouvier immediately, thirdly, assure that the museum will hire BIPOC curators including 
senior level positions, and finally, cultivate funds dedicated to diversifying the museum’s 
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collection and supporting programs centering perspectives of BIPOC individuals.96 The museum 
confirmed receipt of the letter and arranged a meeting between senior leaders and some 
curatorial staff soon after.97 Coincidentally, Nancy Spector would soon begin a three month 
sabbatical, announced to staff shortly after news broke regarding this letter.98 Nonetheless, the 
Guggenheim received another letter with 169 signatories one week later. 
On June 29th, a group entitled A Better Guggenheim (ABG), comprised of current and 
former Guggenheim staff, sent a letter the museum’s board in the hopes of dismantling systemic 
racism at the institution. The group outlined twenty-two action steps for the museum, some of 
which overlapped with those formerly proposed by the curatorial department. ABG categorized 
the actions by suggested deadlines, beginning with one month: consult and compensate BIPOC 
individuals for guidance on anti-racism work, provide staff with annual reports on collecting and 
hiring practices, publish a recruitment plan for BIPOC board members, and cease all agreements 
and/or contracts with the New York Police Department, to name a few. The second grouping was 
assigned a six-month deadline: remove board members not committed to decisive anti-racism, 
meet with ABG, guarantee that BIPOC staff can anonymously and safely report discrimination, 
realize greater transparency in compensation and promotion tracks in efforts to resolve 
compensation inequity, require anti-racism training/education for all staff, etc. ABG’s final 
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action steps were to be executed in perpetuity: decisively state LaBouvier’s historical role as the 
Guggenheim’s first Black curator, develop a new mission statement emphasizing interrogating 
the museum’s history, recognize employees who were removed/targeted for resisting the 
institution’s current culture, commit to greater transparency/greater emphasis on BIPOC 
perspectives, and abolish exclusionary and violent practices.99 In lieu of responding to this letter, 
the Guggenheim fulfilled a demand made by both ABG and the museum’s curatorial department: 
launch an independent investigation into the treatment of Chaédria LaBouvier.  
The Guggenheim hired a lawyer to perform an investigation regarding the 2019 Basquiat 
exhibition at the start of July, 2020. Coincidentally, this is the date Spector’s three-month 
sabbatical began, although the two were not explicitly connected by the museum.100  On this 
same day, the board sent an update to all current staff, reiterating their dedication to addressing 
systemic racism at the museum and six steps they are taking to do so: developing of a new 
Diversity, Equity, Access and Inclusion plan, reforming hiring practices, and developing more 
opportunities for BIPOC individuals.101 ABG emailed the board the following day, repeating 
some of their proposed guidelines from their original letter, dictating that five of them should be 
completed within five days. The board responded on July 6th, thanking the group for their 
message and reminding them they will move forward with the steps the museum laid out in their 
previous statement. This was the first and last correspondence between ABG and the 
Guggenheim.  
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Without the promise of dialogue with the museum, ABG took its agenda to Instagram, 
sharing their first post on July 10th. Their account, @abetterguggenheim, launched with the 
initiative to share anonymous stories of injustice at the Guggenheim in hopes to hold the 
museum accountable. While continuous stories were released by ABG, the Guggenheim was 
developing their new Diversity, Equity, Access, and Inclusion (DEAI) Plan, which was 
announced on August 17th, nearly two months after the receipt of the curatorial department’s 
letter. The plan’s action steps fall within a two-year period, from 2020 to 2022, with varying 
deadlines. The Guggenheim defined the plan’s success as creating an inclusive and equitable 
work environment, supporting BIPOC art professionals, amplifying diverse perspectives, and 
ensuring accountability and transparency through consistent progress reports. It’s twenty-three 
action items were divided into four categories: staffing and culture, board diversification and 
governance, audience engagement, and finally, collection, exhibitions, research, and 
publications. Certain objectives outline in this plan overlapped with those proposed by the 
curatorial department and ABG: diversifying the museum’s collection, increasing research into 
varying art history perspectives, providing antiracism training, improving staff reporting 
procedures, diversifying the board, and reforming hiring practices.102 With the publication of 
these goals, the museum had addressed nearly all concerns raised by the curatorial department, 
but only a fraction of those proposed by ABG. Two weeks after publication of the plan, ABG 
reached out to the Guggenheim again in hopes of having a dialogue, but was met with silence.  
The Guggenheim’s refusal to engage with ABG demonstrated their firm position on 
handling this matter internally, within the aesthetic realm. Proven by their Instagram page and 
website, ABG’s divulging of correspondence between the two in the non-aesthetic realm of 
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social media, likely deterred the museum from conversing. The Guggenheim’s lack of 
engagement exemplifies the aesthetic alibi, which emerges from the aesthetic. In elucidating the 
origins of the aesthetic realm, Jay states,  
The subsumption of discrete artistic crafts under the generic category of art, and the 
discursive isolation of aesthetic from ethics, metaphysics, epistemology and other 
philosophical fields, was accompanied by the institutional creation of networks of 
evaluation, preservation and commodification, which invested the idea that art was a 
realm apart with social rather than merely a cultural force.103 
 
This statement by Jay articulates how the sundering of artistic valuation, preservation, etc. from 
society, and its respective culture, results in the aesthetic realm’s discursive autonomy. Museums 
play a crucial role in the valuation and preservation of art, which consequently severs their 
respective discourses from those of ethics, epistemology, etc. as exemplified here by Jay’s 
assertation. ABG’s demands were founded on ethical concerns, insisting the museum change, in 
part, due to its unethical treatment of marginalized employees, beginning with LaBouvier. 
Consequently, the museum did not feel inclined to respond to the expansive list of demands from 
the group that continuously shares injustices at the museum on Instagram. The Guggenheim’s 
preference of the curatorial department’s letter was no doubt connected to its internal nature, lack 
of social media campaigns targeting them, and insistence that this conversation remain in the 
aesthetic realm, within museum walls, rather than in greater discourses of ethical or 
sociopolitical concerns.  
While waiting for concrete change from the two-year plan, the curatorial department has 
remained silent, unlike ABG: unwavering in their sharing of anonymous stories describing 
transgressions by the Guggenheim. On September 16th, nearly one month after the announcement 
of the new DEAI plan, ABG published a new letter on their website and Instagram. Additionally 
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sent to the museum’s board, the letter demanded the immediate resignations of Executive 
Director of the Guggenheim Richard Armstrong, COO Elizabeth Duggal, and Chief Curator 
Nancy Spector. It included comprehensive reasons for each requested dismissal, broken down 
into categories: how they behaved contradictory to the museum’s mission, how they supported 
white supremacist practices, how they failed to perform their professional duties, etc.104 The 
Guggenheim did not respond to this letter, but shared the results of the investigation into the 
2019 Basquiat exhibition soon after.  
On October 8th the investigation into the Basquiat exhibition concluded, declaring that 
there was no evidence of racial discrimination towards Curator Chaédria LaBouvier. However, 
LaBouvier did not participate in the investigation as she considered it untrustworthy and unsafe 
to do so. ABG expressed skepticism of the investigation as well due to the opacity of the 
investigative process and exclusion of crucial witnesses. Nevertheless, the end of the 
investigation coincided with the departure of Nancy Spector from the Guggenheim after a career 
at the museum spanning thirty-four years. Spector’s parting with the museum was attributed to 
her desire to complete a doctoral dissertation and to explore new curatorial opportunities.105 This 
was the second coincidence between Spector’s professional standing and this investigation, 
suceeding her sabbatical upon the investigation’s initiation. Such coincidences weaken the belief 
that there is no correlation between her departure and LaBouvier’s experience in 2019. The 
investigation corresponded with the unrest regarding the treatment of LaBouvier, who publicly 
declared that her experience with Guggenheim leadership and Spector “was the most racist 
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professional experience of my life.”106 Moreover, both letters from the museum’s curatorial 
department and ABG reference the mistreatment of LaBouvier. Even as the museum fails to 
recognize the connection, the investigation came after receiving the curatorial department’s 
letter, which called for said investigation due to the mistreatment of LaBouvier. Considering this 
refusal to acknowledge any correlation, the museum did not endorse the ‘coincidental’ 
relationship between Spector’s professional fluctuations and these accusations. However, this 
news did aid in answering the question from an Instagram comment posted on Blackout Tuesday 
back in June: is Nancy Spector canceled?107  
Cancel culture battered many people in 2020, but Nancy Spector was not one of them. 
Substantiating this, all public statements by the museum failed to connect her departure to the 
accusations made against her both in 2019 and 2020. Presuming there is a correlation, Spector’s 
dismissal does not express canceling. Consider the first trope of cancel culture once more, 
presumption of guilt, this consideration, LaBouvier can be seen as the victim the museum chose 
to believe, however their disregard for her concerns from 2019 prove otherwise.  
However, the investigation into the Basquiat exhibition was more indicative of due 
process, contradicting cancel culture procedures. Canceled individuals are given no opportunity 
to defend themselves, nor to investigate accusations: the procedure starts with accusations and is 
followed by enacting swift, and often disproportionate, punishment.108 Contrasting the 
Guggenheim’s position, in declaring her departure related to the accusations, she received 
adequate due process via a three-month-long investigation; cancel culture does involve extensive 
investigations, regardless of their cogency. Concurring with the Guggenheim in their dismissal of 
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any correlation between the two, dictates that Spector’s departure is in no way related to the 
accusations raised this year by the curatorial department or ABG, eliminating any possible 
relation to cancel culture.  
The Guggenheim’s monotone responses regarding Spector and her departure illustrated 
their insistence on processing socio-politically charged issues privately, on their terms, and under 
no circumstances will engage with those who wish to make these dialogues public knowledge via 
social media. This kind of institutional practice reinforces the barrier between the aesthetic and 
non-aesthetic realms. ABG hoped to engage the Guggenheim in a dialogue regarding their 
practices in the non-aesthetic realm via their regular online sharing. Similar to other social media 
accountability efforts, this practice centers transparency, a pillar of ABG’s mission. Assuming 
ABG is justified in their accusations, their demands for change echo Martin Jay’s statement 
regarding those who threaten the aesthetic realm’s autonomy: 
For if they are right and we are no longer permitted to assume that such a realm exists, a 
realm radically apart from other spheres of life, then it becomes highly problematic to 
grant what used to be thought of as contained within its boundaries any special 
dispensation.109 
 
Jay echoes the ambitions of ABG, that special dispensation for the Guggenheim be shed in an 
effort to dispute the notion that as part of the aesthetic realm the museum is immune to non-
aesthetic responsibilities. In this case, responsibility is defined by ABG, who demands the 
museum embrace transparency, which as the Guggenheim resists, becomes problematic to ABG 
and their supporters. The controversial nature of this resistance lies in the museum’s tenacious 
neutrality regarding matters outside the institution, regardless of their effect on its practices.  
With the investigation over and Spector moving on, the Guggenheim has fallen silent 
regarding the injustices that were brought to light this year. Leaving the public to hope that they 
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are feverishly working, following their new DEAI Action plan in efforts to create a safer and 
more equitable work environment. The departure of their veteran chief curator was the pivotal 
outcome of the Guggenheim’s reckoning this year, followed by their DEAI Plan, which 
acknowledged the museum’s historical benefits from inequities fueled by systemic racism.110 
Signals from their plan illustrate a promising future for the Guggenheim, although it remains an 
ambition, and until it comes to fruition, the non-aesthetic realm will keep watch. The museum’s 
plan suggests a relinquishing of the aesthetic alibi, however, their refusal to parley with ABG 
contradicts it.  
The Guggenheim’s response to 2020’s reckoning reverberated a clear message: it will 
follow through with its DEAI plan and document progress in an effort to be transparent; 
however, it will converse with current staff and the board, and is not open to direct public input 
at this time. In the interim, ABG continues to share anonymous trauma stories about the 
Guggenheim to their 3,204 followers in efforts to hold the museum accountable from the public 









                                               




 2020 proved onerous for art museums across the United States due in part to the 
resurgence of the Black Lives Matter movement. SFMOMA, MOCAD, and the Guggenheim 
exemplified varied responses with distinct levels of engagement with this critical moment in 
history. SFMOMA was initially targeted for its negligent censorship of a critical Instagram 
comment from a former employee of color. However, the act was symptomatic of greater 
structural inequities and prejudices, further exposed by stated defense of the censorship and a 
reassurance that SFMOMA will not stop collecting white art. Respectively, Nan Keeton and 
Gary Garrels left the museum for their statements, exposing how the SFMOMA leadership 
valued the input of non-white employees and collecting non-white art. Both MOCAD and the 
Guggenheim experienced professional departures as a result of this reckoning as well.  
Due to the departure of leaders from each museum covered in this thesis, some purport 
that these departures are the result of anarchic cancel culture. Contrarily, as demonstrated by 
Natalie Wynn’s thorough definition of the phenomenon, no individual who left SFMOMA, 
MOCAD, nor the Guggenheim was canceled; not even former Executive Director Elysia 
Borowy-Reeder of MOCAD, the highest-ranking departed individual from the preceding case 
studies. Borowy-Reeder’s endorsement of the toxic and hostile work environment at MOCAD 
was brought to light by MOCAD Resistance through a letter and subsequent blogposts. After 
meeting the board of the museum, MOCAD Resistance became the most optimistic among the 
anti-neutrality groups covered in the precursory case studies. MOCAD was the most agreeable 
museum of the three: abandoning the aesthetic alibi almost immediately by believing those 
anguished by Borowy-Reeder’s behavior and readily meeting to cultivate the museum’s anti-
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racist future. In contrast, the Guggenheim demonstrated the most resistance to this anti-neutrality 
and anti-racism movement.  
The Guggenheim long ignored the calls of injustice from its first Black curator, Chaédria 
LaBouvier, dating back to 2019. However, a tweet from LaBouvier reignited anger with the 
museum in 2020, inspiring its curatorial department to address the board directly, leaving out the 
curatorial staff member who was coincidentally the accused perpetrator of LaBouvier’s 
suffering: Nancy Spector. In solidarity, A Better Guggenheim formed and embraced Instagram 
as a means to amplify public pressure on the museum to take the its and the curatorial 
department’s demands seriously. The first coincidental response to this pressure was Spector’s 
sabbatical, beginning the same day an investigation into her treatment of LaBouvier began. The 
second was Spector’s departure from the Guggenheim, following the conclusion of the 
investigation citing no racial discrimination against LaBouvier. As the museum continues to 
allude that these were both coincidences, Spector does not qualify as a victim of cancel culture.  
Aside from dismissed leaders, the utilization of social media inspires some to claim the 
aforementioned departures as cancel culture rather than professional process. Exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic, social media has remained a pillar of today’s public sphere. Consequently, 
groups like the No Neutral Alliance, MOCAD Resistance and A Better Guggenheim, adeptly 
utilized social media and the height of the Black Lives Matter movement to affect public opinion 
of monumental art institutions: amplifying the impact of their calls for change. Additionally, the 
growing ubiquity social media activism will likely endure for many more years, further 
validating it as activist methodology, which in these case studies, was utilized for anti-neutrality 
efforts.  
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This novel iteration of anti-neutrality activism resisted a similarly neutral concept, Art for 
Art’s Sake, which embraces the notion that art can always function in a responsibly neutral way. 
Thus, suggesting art can cut pierce all distinctions, providing a gateway to the universal human 
experience. However, as Olufemi unveiled, this belief collapses once oppression, inequity, and 
exclusion are acknowledged. To say consideration rather than acknowledgement here would 
dismiss the effect that oppression, inequity and exclusion already have on the art world: made 
apparent by continuous demographic studies of the field. In parallel, when activist groups 
demand museums address their white supremacist history and dismantle their Art Museum for 
Art Museum’s Sake neutrality they are simultaneously tasking them with rejecting their once 
embraced aesthetic alibi.  
Jay’s definition of the aesthetic alibi offered invaluable insight on how the art world 
attained its independence from sociopolitical burdens, evolving into an isolated realm of 
discourse. His elaboration of the phenomenon encompassed artistic practices, but demonstrated 
by previous contentions, museums may employ analogous defenses. As Reilly illuminated, when 
curators adopted activist efforts to diversify art exhibitions, those met with opposition were 
considered void of regard for artistic quality. Additionally, when museums resisted public 
dialogues, as the Guggenheim did, they further exemplified this aesthetic defense.  
Non-profit art museums in the United States occupy a unique position. Their required 
published tax records and corresponding mission statements assign responsibility to serving the 
public. Meanwhile, their reliance on donations from private individuals may obliquely affect 
their operations. Nonetheless, their position in aesthetic history is precise: museums are arbiters 
of social, economic, and cultural values of art. As such, when historic practices of value 
attribution are embedded with violence through white supremacy, museums are responsible for 
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recognizing this history. A recognition that is in part due to museums’ legal requirement to serve 
the public in some way, including the non-white communities who have been historically 
excluded by aforementioned institutions. Hence why the demands from employees and their 
supporters for museums to reckon with this history, public responsibility substantiated their 
demands.  
The reckonings of SFMOMA, MOCAD and the Guggenheim throughout 2020 were 
compelled by the resurgence of the Black Lives Matter movement. Each anti-neutral activist 
group was deeply engaged in notions of anti-racism and greater equality with a communal 
bedrock among them all: to dismantle embedded violence in institutional practices. Violence is 
the common denominator in every accusation against these museums and their leadership: 
homogeneity, microaggressions, tokenism, discrimination, etc., all illustrate the history of 
systemic racism and violence embedded in museum practices. The embedded nature of these 
transgressions makes eradicating them unfathomable at times, but does not diminish its 
importance in effectively shaping an anti-racism trajectory for each museum, as embraced in 
their respective public statements.  
While the loss and hardship that museums and their employees faced during 2020 are 
incalculable, the societal pressure from anti-neutral activist groups lead to pivotal anti-racism 
progress within the aforementioned institutions. In anticipation of museums’ fulfillment of their 
declarations for an equitable future, their creation crosses the threshold between the aesthetic and 
non-aesthetic and is subsequently recognized: inaugurating the reckoning of 2020’s position in 
the history of art world activism. In the meantime, every institutional progression hereafter, in 
alignment with this reckoning, will aid in writing a new aesthetic history, unveiling a path 






Figure 1. Screenshot taken by author on November 9th 2020 of SFMOMA’s Instagram post from 
May 30th Caption was originally the first paragraph alone, additional text was added on June 1st, 
2020. Image is of artwork by Glenn Ligon:  
 
Ligon, Glenn, (1996) We’re Black and Strong (I), screenprint on unstretched canvas, Collection  












Figure 2. Screenshot taken by author on November 9th 2020 of the first image of SFMOMA 
Union’s Instagram post from May 31st 2020. The union accused the SFMOMA Instagram 






Figure 3. Screenshot taken by author on November 9th 2020 of the second image of SFMOMA 
Union’s Instagram post from May 31st 2020. Image is a screenshot of Taylor Brandon’s original 









Figure 4. Screenshot taken by author on November 9th, 2020 of SFMOMA’s Instagram post from 





Figure 5. Screenshot taken by author on November 25th 2020 of the No Neutral Alliance’s 




Figure 6. Screenshot taken by author on November 25th 2020 of the No Neutral Alliance’s 
Instagram post from June 30th, 2020. Image shown is the second of six, sharing quotes from Neal 









Figure 7. Screenshot taken by author on November 25th 2020 of the No Neutral Alliance’s 
Instagram post from June 30th, 2020. Image shown is the fourth of six, sharing quotes from 









Figure 8. Screenshot taken by author on November 25th 2020 of the No Neutral Alliance’s 
Instagram post from June 30th, 2020. Image shown is the fifth of six and is a screenshot of an 
email from Benezra to the alliance sent on June 2nd, 2020. The sixth and final slide of this post is 






















Figure 9. Image taken from The Paris Review’s article by Aruna D’Souza covering the 
controversy around Dan Schutz’s Open Casket (depicted in this image in front of the figure). The 
image was included in the article by courtesy of the artist.  
 
Bright, Parker (2018) Confronting My Own Possible Death, mixed media on paper, 19 x 24 






Figure 10. Screenshot taken Dec. 6th 2020 of the Guggenheim’s Instagram post from June 1st 
Image is of artwork by Dawoud Bey: 
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Updated: January 3rd, 2021 
Art World Discourse Instagram Accounts Data 
Summary 
Total Number of Accounts 54 
Accounts Created During 2020 38 (70%) 
Total Followers of All Accounts Combined 541,549 
Accounts Sharing Anonymous Stories 15 (30%) 
Accounts Targeting Specific Institutions 16 (15 created in 2020) 
Accounts Concerned with Accountability  49 (90%) 
General Calls for Change 
Name Followers Purpose 
guerrillagirls 95,600 art world activist organization 
changethemuseum 41,100 share anonymous accounts of injustices at museums 
cancelartgalleries 11,800 share anonymous accounts of injustices in commercial art 
decolonizetheartworld 11,600 educate people on decolonizing the art world 
_fortheculture2020 10,800 call out systemic racism in museums 
calloutdutchartinstitutions 9,469 anonymous stories of injustices in Dutch art institutions 
deathtomuseums 6,424 host monthly forums, support BLM 
surviving_the_artworld* 4,709 share anonymous accounts of injustices in the art world 
dirt.dmv 3,456 platform for critical arts discourse 
d.o.a.u.k 3,177 salary disclosures at cultural organizations in UK 
wageforwork 2,896 Working Artists and the Greater Economy 
museumedvoices 2,609 to build community and enact positive change, etc, 
artandmuseumtransparency 2,299 publish spreadsheets of salary transparency in art world 
museumworkersspeak 2,039 raise money for museum workers fund, lecture series  
fairmuseumjobs 1,254 demand change in museum hiring practices, host summit 
seizethemuseums 1,233 complete public control over cultural institutions 
theincluseum 1,227 critical discourse on museum inclusivity 
cultureworkers 947 platform to discuss policies, equity, salaries, etc.  
imaafuss 928 a think tank for museums against bad social systems 
stolenartifacts 850 repatriation of artifacts in museums 
changetheboard 668 demand more equitable museum board practices 
blackliberationcenter 662 envisioning arts and culture prioritizing Black freedom 
nycmuseumworkershh 659 to provide space for dialogue among museum workers 
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formsofreparations 641 host digital symposiums on cultural institutional affairs 
museumaction 624 nationwide project to make museum practices more equitable 
covidmuseumsanonymous 570 collect anonymous stories about museums in 2020 
changearthistory 507 share anonymous accounts of racism in art history education 
salarytransparency 208 advocating for salary transparency for museum workers 
artstransparency 511 source of information in efforts against racism and injustice 
honestmuseumlabels 406 art project addressing apolitical museum didactics  
sevenjobs 221 anonymous stories of injustices in the art world 
soyouwanttotalkaboutchange 147 propose new structures for art world 
n_o_museums 126 to serve as platform for museum workers in New Orleans 
*this account recieved a cease & desist from Jon Rafman in late July 26, 2020, and has not posted since. 
Calls Against Specific Institutions 
Name Followers Target Institution 
tate_united 8,258 The Tate 
abetterguggenheim 3,204 The Guggenheim  
dismantlenoma 2,857 The New Orleans Museum of Modern Art 
dismantle_saic 2,650 The School of the Art Institute of Chicago 
vmfa_reform 2,585 The Virginia Museum of Fine Arts 
mica.callout 2,516 The Maryland Institute College of Art 
noneutralalliance 1,924 The San Francisco Museum of Modern Art 
xsfm0ma 1,357 The San Francisco Museum of Modern Art 
mcaccountable 1,155 The Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago 
aam_accountable 1,140 The Akron Art Museum 
mocadresistance 832 The Museum of Contemporary Art Detroit 
icpcenterblacknessnow 820 The International Center of Photography 
diastaffaction 688 The Detroit Institute of Arts 
abetterwam 630 The Walters Art Museum 
dismantle_bardmfa 199 The MFA Program at Bard College 
changenmafa 167 The National Museum of African Art 
General Satire/Publications 
Name Followers Purpose 
jerrygogosian 85,600 critical art world memes 
arthandlermag 77,500 disclose previously unknown art world logistics 
thewhitepube 68,400 a new kind of art criticism - by two collaborators 
freeze_magazine 40,800 critical art world memes 
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https://www.instagram.com/formsofreparations/?hl=en 
Museum Educator Voices, @museumedvoices, Instagram, https://www.instagram.com/museumedvoices/?hl=en 
Museum Workers Speak, @museumworkersspeak, Instagram, 
https://www.instagram.com/museumworkersspeak/?hl=en 
New Orleans Museum Network, @n_o_museums, Instagram, https://www.instagram.com/n_o_museums/?hl=en 
No Neutral Alliance, @noneutralalliance, Instagram, https://www.instagram.com/noneutralalliance/?hl=en 
NYC Museum Workers Happy Hour, @nycmuseumworkershh, Instagram, 
https://www.instagram.com/nycmuseumworkershh/?hl=en 
re·pa·tri·a·tion, @stolenartifacts, Instagram, https://www.instagram.com/stolenartifacts/?hl=en 
Salary Transparency, @salarytransparency, Instagram, https://www.instagram.com/salarytransparency/?hl=en 
Seize the Museums, @seizethemuseums, Instagram, https://www.instagram.com/seizethemuseums/?hl=en 
Seven Jobs in the Art World, @sevenjobs, Instagram, https://www.instagram.com/sevenjobs/?hl=en 
Suriving The Art World, @surviving_the_artworld, Instagram, 
https://www.instagram.com/surviving_the_artworld/?hl=en 
Tate Unied PCS, @tate_united, Instagram, https://www.instagram.com/tate_united/?hl=en 
Teen Council, @mocadresistance, Instagram, https://www.instagram.com/mocadresistance/?hl=en 
The Incluseum, @theincluseum, Instagram, https://www.instagram.com/theincluseum/?hl=en 
The time for change is NOW, @changenmafa, Instagram, https://www.instagram.com/changenmafa/?hl=en 
THE WHITE PUBE, @thewhitepube, Instagram, https://www.instagram.com/thewhitepube/?hl=en 
VA Museum of Fine Arts Reform, @vmfa_reform, Instagram, https://www.instagram.com/vmfa_reform/?hl=en  
W.A.G.E., @wageforwork, Instagram, https://www.instagram.com/wageforwork/?hl=en 
xSFMOMA Workers, @xsfm0ma, Instagram, https://www.instagram.com/xsfm0ma/?hl=en 
 
Note: Additional accounts dedicated to unions of art professionals were excluded from this table 
due to their specificity and inarticulation of broader art world discourse as it pertains to this 
thesis.  
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